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Abstract
On this article we present the Adkintun Mobile Project:
using passive monitors to measure the Quality of Service
of Chilean Mobile Internet Providers, based on the metrics
of antenna coverage and Internet connectivity. We present
the main ideas, design decisions, development issues and
setbacks of the project. Our contribution is to present to
the readers the whole process of a project like this, which
is based in volunteering and political decisions.
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Introduction
In August 26, 2010, the Chilean Congress published its
telecommunications law in order to preserve network
neutrality, becoming the first country in the world to
legislate on such important matter.

To uphold the law, the Secretary of Telecommunications
of Chile (SUBTEL) issued a call for proposals for an
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Internet measurement system. NIC Chile Research Labs
won the bid and began building a system focusing only
on home Internet access. That project was called
Adkintun1 [1] (meaning observer in the Mapuche native
tongue).

However, in 2011 smart phone sales surpassed PC sales
around the world [2]. And, as the Internet traffic
generated by mobile users grew [14, 3], the need to
monitor the Quality of Service (QoS) provided by the
networks of the mobile operators raised.

This article narrates the process of the design and
development of the infrastructure to measure Mobile
Internet QoS in Chile, named Adkintun Mobile.

Related Work
Allowing 2G/3G Internet customers to evaluate the
quality of the service they are being provided, and being
able to compare it with what they are being offered in
their service contracts, empowers them as consumers,
therefore driving competition between network operators.

Monitoring the performance of broadband Internet
services has seen wide interest from both the research
communities, such as Measurement Labs2, Grenouille3, or
RIPE Atlas4; and governments [12, 13]. But only few
works have tackled the issue of measuring the quality of
mobile Internet service from the point of view of mobile
users. To the best of our knowledge, one can cite the
study of characterization of 3G traffic [6, 7], mobile
environments [4]; joining Network Transmission aspects
with the Quality of Experience perceived by users in

1http://www.adkintun.cl
2http://www.measurementlab.net/
3http://grenouille.com/
4https://atlas.ripe.net/

mobile video applications [5]; crowdsourcing 3G user
experience [11]; and studying QoS aspects for general
mobile systems [10].

Design and Development
The project Adkintun Mobile started as an idea on August
1, 2012.

Our first design decision was to measure QoS without
generating network traffic (as with the fixed version of
Adkintun [1]), given that most mobile Internet plans have
download limits at specific transfer speeds. Thus, active
measurements could directly influence the results, by
contributing to reach the data quota, making users less
likely to participate in the project. For these reasons, we
designed an developed an infrastructure that monitors and
measure directly from the device using Android and its
NetMonitorService class.

What to measure
We planned to implement Crowd-Measuring [8] (using
crowds to measure QoS) in Android as the base of our
project. Learning about sensor and monitoring capabilities
in Android, we discovered that we can monitor the
following indicators from the device:

1. Antenna operator (MNC), Base Station (BTS),
Location Area Code) LAC and Cell Identification
(CID);

2. antenna power in that place (in dBm);

3. bytes sent/received by wireless link;

4. cell phone mode: in use, sleeping, on call.

5. connection mode: cell, Wi-Fi, or none.
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Samples are taken every 10 seconds and are
communicated to our server via HTTP POST only when
the device is connected to Internet using WIFI access.

We consider indicator 3 to be the key metric to passively
measure the connectivity of a mobile device to the
network. Since most applications use the TCP protocol,
sending packets and not receiving even an ACK of them is
a clear symptom of network congestion/disconnection [9],
see Figure 1 for further information of how TCP
congestion protocol works.

Figure 1: As it is specified in the work of Van Jacobson and
Karels, TCP can detect congestion by two means: (1) soft
congestion (only one packet is lost), where the sender (A)
receives more than 3 identical ACKs packets (which mark the
last packet received in a sequence, even that the received
packet has a higher sequence number) from receiver (B), and
(2) hard congestion/disconnection (a stream of packets is
lost), where no ACK packet is received after the packet loss,
and then a timeout signal is triggered.

If you build it, they will come
In September 11, 2012, the National Public TV channel
broadcasted a feature story that used the Adkintun
Project to reveal the problems with Broadband Internet
Chilean Providers5. Even if that was an appropriate usage
for our former project, it raised big political issues
between the national secretary of telecommunications
(SUBTEL) and the Internet service providers (ISPs),
leading both sides (SUBTEL and ISPs) to revoke the
sponsoring of Adkintun Mobile project and forbidding the
project to appear in the press during 30 days.

We published then our first version of our Android
monitor (0.8b) on October 17, 2012, via Google Play, and
attempted to use social networks to motivate
participation. As it can be seen in Figure 2, we failed
notoriously having less than 30 users on the first month.

Figure 2: Active Apps by day (from Google Play)

Fortunately, a cable news channel (part of National Public
TV) was interested into the Adkintun Mobile Project, and
aired a small report into local news in November 12, 2012
(also published on the web in November 21, 20126) which
raised the number of collaborators over 200.

5http://bit.ly/adkintun_press
6Minute 18:00 of http://bit.ly/adk_mobile_press
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SPAM killed the TV star
The increased number of users and measurements
collected provided such data feedback that we prepared a
new version of the Android monitor: improving the
measurement of signal strength, counting cell handovers
(dynamic change of antenna, transparent to the user) and
fixing minor issues on the interfaces. Also, noticing that
sending and storing user data as plain-text (including their
position by the antennas) could raise privacy issues, we
implemented a secure transmission of measurements.

We were so happy that we had volunteers and so proud of
our new monitor version, that we were not specially
careful in informing about the new version to our users:
we sent one email with all their names and addresses in
Cc: (not Bcc:) thus compromising their privacy. For
this reason, we were labeled as SPAMers by some of our
users and some of our volunteers left the project.

After that setback, we sent a public apology (taking
special care this time) and preferred to continue gathering
data silently, until the approval of our national fund to
continue the project from January 2013.

Adkintun Mobile today
Currently, the Adkintun Mobile Project has around 46
millions of data tuples (measurements, available by
request) and provide users with a website where they can
review their personal usage of mobile Internet7 (Figure 3).
Note that our approach allows to determine connectivity
(capacity of a mobile device to reach an external Internet
website) which is finer-grained than antenna coverage.

7http://pres.adkintunmobile.cl

Figure 3: User’s connection by day for each technology

We have also collected the geographical location of mobile
provider antennas to present final users with connectivity
maps (Figure 4), aggregations by antennas and ISPs; and
if they want, tracing of their movements.

Figure 4: Connectivity for 3G of an ISP in Santiago marked as
% of network error traces (green=0%, red=100%), grouped by
antenna during May 2013.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this article we presented Adkintun Mobile, a project for
measuring QoS of Chilean mobile Internet with passive
monitors developed in Android. We presented its main
design and developing decisions (such as the measurement
of coverage and connectivity) as well as the main
accomplishments and drawbacks of the project.
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Given the great amount of data traces we have collected,
as future work we plan to research visualization
techniques, temporal series searching, data mining and
data augmentation with other databases such as social
networks, transport data, demography, etc. On the other
hand, we would like to study new ways to motivate user
participation, such as better feedback for users and new
features to make the application more attractive.
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